A class of exponential sums studied by D. H. Lehmer and Emma Lehmer is generalized by replacing a root of unity by an arbitrary complex number x .
Introduction
Throughout their long and illustrious careers as number theorists, D. H. Lehmer and Emma Lehmer, both individually and in collaboration, used computers to enhance their research. In two joint papers on "Picturesque Exponential Sums" [1, 2] where C = Cfc = exp(27n/Ac) and b(n) is the sum of the digits of n when written to the base k , where k is a fixed integer > 2. In other words, when n is written in the form n = d0 + dxk + d2k2 + ---(0 < d¡ < k),
we have b(n) = d0 + dx+d2 + ---.
The principal theorem of paper [1] , which they called The Rotation Theorem, states that Sj(nk2 + dxk + d0) = Cb(n)Sj(dxk + </"). where m > 1, Ç = exp(2ni/k), and x is an arbitrary complex number. We also define 5(0, x) = 1 and S(-l, x) = 0. For the more general sums the rotation property is replaced by the following:
Rotation Plus Translation Theorem. For n > 0 we have
The proof is based on the following lemma.
Lemma. If m > 1 and 0 < do < k , we have S(km + do, x) = S(m -1, xk)S(k -1, x) + xmkÇb(m)S(d0, jc) .
Proofs
Proof of the Lemma. In the sum defining S(km + do, x) write n = ¡xk + v , and separate terms with 0 < ft < m -1 from those with pt = m. In particular, if m = k -1 , we have km + k-l=k2-\, and we obtain
(e) Take do = k -I and dx = k -1 in the main theorem to get
Because of (1) and the definition of S(n, k2) this becomes
In particular, if n -k -1, we find
for every integer a > 2. In particular, if we choose x so that x = xk , then equation (4) in agreement with equation (1) in the Lehmer paper [1] .
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